THINK SMALL.

The LKB Microcalorimeter adds a new dimension to your research. It measures extremely small amounts of heat. This gives you the opportunity to determine fundamental thermochemical properties such as enthalpy and entropy on the basis of the heat generated or absorbed in a biological or biochemical reaction. You can also use the heat measurement for analytical purposes, or for the determination of overall levels of metabolism.

Some examples of applications of the LKB Microcalorimeter are: determination of bonding energies and stability constants for protein-protein interactions; studies of the overall metabolism of microorganisms and its relation to growth and respiration; studies of the metabolism of bacterial cultures and its correlation with specific protein synthesis; measurements of blood metabolism, for diagnosing thyroid dysfunction.

The commonly available heat in biological reactions has been disregarded as a parameter for analysis, due to the lack of reliable, simple-to-operate instruments. However, now that such instruments are available you really have the possibility of gaining an insight into a number of processes which have, so far, been difficult to measure in a direct fashion; for example, enzyme activity measurements on cell or tissue suspensions.

Please send for information giving an indication of your field of interest.

LKB Instruments Inc., 12221 Parklaw i Drive, Rockville MD. 20852 · 11744 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles Calif. 90025
6600 West Irving Park Road, Chicago Ill. 60634 · 260 North Broadway, Hicksville N.Y. 11801
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Johnson: AGGRESSION: IN MAN AND ANIMALS
An exciting, relevant new volume that examines aggression and aggressive behavior in over 150 species, but concentrates mainly on that most controversial species, homo sapiens. The book not only examines laboratory research on the psychology of aggression, but also discusses in detail current social concerns such as racism, TV violence, prison unrest, drugs, riots, and war.

Ford & Hazen: READINGS IN AQUATIC ECOLOGY
A well-coordinated set of timely readings organized into six sections—physiological and behavioral ecology, small-scale distribution and sampling problems, population ecology, community and ecosystem ecology, cycling of elements, and aquatic pollution problems. A lucid introduction precedes each section of readings.

Barbosa & Peters: READINGS IN ENTOMOLOGY
A set of timely and classic papers in such areas of current interest as insect behavior, ecology and applied entomology, morphology, physiology and taxonomy. The authors have taken a broad approach, presenting a well-balanced approach to entomology. A useful supplement for introductory courses.

Christensen & Cellarius: INTRODUCTION TO BIOENERGETICS—Thermodynamics for the Biologist
A learning program which provides a thorough understanding of the conditions under which one biochemical reaction can drive another, a biochemical reaction can drive a transport process, or a transport can drive a reaction. Helpful appendix with charts, tables and material for self-testing.


For further information or for examination copies, write Textbook Marketing Division,

W. B. Saunders Company
West Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105
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Accept
No Substitutes!

The New HP Series 9800 is the best programmable calculator system now—and in the foreseeable future. Price. Performance. Simplicity of operation. No matter what criterion you use, there is absolutely no other system on the market that can match the Series 9800.

Only HP Offers You All This For The Low Price Of $2975

To build your personal desk-top computing system, start with the Series 9800/Model 10 Programmable Calculator. Your basic Model 10 comes with standard equipment that is either not available, or available only as an extra-cost option, on other machines.

If bad experiences have taught you that basic is synonymous with stripped—have no fear. The *basic* Model 10 can perform a complete regression analysis, or solve a system of 10 simultaneous equations.

Only HP Offers You A Fully Modular Calculator

The unique, modular/plug-in architecture of the Model 10 lets you "design" your own problem-solving system. You can expand the memory, add peripherals, or change the keyboard of your existing Model 10, at any time.

Only HP Lets You Design Your Own Keyboard

Interchangeable keyboard plug-in blocks give you a choice of powerful Statistics or Mathematics functions, complete with their own memories, under single keystroke command. Another option, the User Definable Function plug-in, lets you customize individual keys with operations uniquely important to you.

Only HP Offers An Alphanumeric Printer

By simply inserting the exclusive HP Alphanumeric Printer Plug-in, you can automatically generate labels, program instructions, or messages—in English—right on the printer tape.

Only HP Gives You A Wide Choice of Sophisticated Peripherals

The I/O bus of the Model 10 lets you plug-in a Marked Card Reader, Paper Tape Reader, Digitizer, Typewriter, Tape Cassette, or the exclusive X-Y Plotter that plots linear, log-log, semi-log, or polar plots, and writes alphanumerics.

Only HP Offers You A Totally New System

The Series 9800 is no paper tiger. It's available now to free you from the drudgery of problem-solving so you can get on with your job of innovative thinking and designing. For more information or a "hands-on demonstration" at your desk, write: Hewlett-Packard, P.O. Box 301, Loveland, Colorado 80537. In Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva Switzerland.
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HEWLETT-Packard
CALCULATOR PRODUCTS
Fleaker at rest
See how special caps let them rest and stack, snugly, safely, to save space.

Announcing the Fleaker, the Fleaker Tool Kit, and a really great introductory offer!

Here's the PYREX® brand Fleaker—a versatile new tool for your lab.

We think the Fleaker can help you do more jobs, more easily, more conveniently. And we really want you to try the Fleaker, and see for yourself.

So we have put together the Fleaker Tool Kit, an assortment of nine Fleakers in three sizes, along with some handy accessories, to introduce you to the Fleaker and what may become a whole new lab lifestyle—"Fleakerocracy."

And we offer you the Fleaker Tool Kit now at a special dollar-saving introductory price. Send us the valuable Fleaker-Fiver Certificate with your order today.
Fleaker at work
Precise pouring, built-in filter cone support, are yours.

Fleaker in motion
Tight gripping stopper caps let you mix liquids with fervor.

The Fleaker Tool Kit—look at all you get:
- Nine Fleakers—three each in 450-, 300-, and 500-ml sizes
- Six Fleaker cap borers
- One Fleaker gripper, for one-handed pouring
- Box of filter paper
- One 607 short-stem Pyrex® brand fluted funnel

Send this Fleaker-Fiver Certificate with your purchase order now to:
Corning Glass Works,
Fleaker Dept. 421,
Corning, N.Y. 14830

CORNING
Makers of PYREX® labware

You'd normally pay $29.50 for all those goodies. But you can get the Fleaker Tool Kit for only $24.50 plus applicable local sales tax when you send this Fleaker-Fiver Certificate with your order. Save $5!

What's more, this Fleaker-Fiver will save you $5 on each and every Fleaker Tool Kit that you order now. Order five—save $25. Or order even more—there's no limit.
New in our proven line of ACTA™ UV Spectrophotometers are the Century models, with far faster scanning and quieter operation. And with the same remarkable resolution, negligible stray-light radiation, calibrated zero suppression, and infinitely variable scale expansion. They're the instruments that go with new horizons.

Write today for Data File 112, Scientific Instruments Division, Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 92634.
A perfect water system changes as you do.

Tomorrow you may need more water than you're using today.
Or want it a little better than it is right now.
So we make a couple of systems you can change almost as easily as your water needs change.
For both distilled and demineralized water.

We make them with modular components you simply "add on". So you can make the Barnstead system you have today give you the water you need tomorrow.
And that means you don't have to buy a lot of water equipment you don't really need.

Just a couple of extra pieces when you need them.
If that's as important to you as the quality of the water you use, you have a couple of more reasons to talk to us.
Barnstead.
The people who know everything you need to know about water.

1. Our Flexible Distilled Water System.
Our Thermodrive stills come in three different size ranges you can expand to give you the amount of pure and ultra-pure water you need. From 15 to 1000 gallons an hour. This modular "add on" feature makes Thermodrive stills cost less, gallon for gallon, than conventional stills. If you'd like to know more, simply tell us more about you.

Name______________________________
Title______________________________
Company__________________________
City_______________________________
State_____________________________Zip________________

2. Our Flexible Demineralized Water System.
Our Ultra-Flow Treatment Systems consist of computer selected standard components so you can custom design the system for the different water purities you want. From 300 to 6000 gallons an hour. If you only need between 60 to 180 gallons an hour, our fully automatic, cabinetized DI-matic demineralizers are the economical answer. If you'd like to know more, simply tell us more about you.

Name______________________________
Title______________________________
Company__________________________
City_______________________________
State_____________________________Zip________________

BARNSTEAD
225 Rivermoor St., Boston, Mass. 02132.
(617) 327-1600.
NUCLEOTIDES
Adenosine 3',5'-cyclic phosphate, ammonium salt [3H(G)]
Adenosine 5'-triphosphate, tetra (triethylammonium) salt [α-32P]
Adenosine 5'-triphosphate, tetra (triethylammonium) salt [γ-32P]
5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine 5'-triphosphate, tetrasodium salt [6-3H(N)]
Cytidine 5'-monophosphate sialic acid [sialic-4,5,6,7,8,9-14C]
Cytidine 5'-triphosphate, tetra (triethylammonium) salt [α-32P]
Deoxycytidine 5-monophosphate, diammonium salt [5-3H]
Deoxyguanosine 5'-triphosphate, tetrasodium salt [8-14C]
Guanosine 3',5'-cyclic phosphate, ammonium salt [H(G)]
Guanosine 5'-triphosphate, tetra (triethylammonium) salt [α-32P]
Guanosine 5'-triphosphate, tetra (triethylammonium) salt [β-32P]
Guanosine 5'-triphosphate, tetrasodium salt [8-14C]
3'-Phosphoadenosine-5'-phosphosulfate, tetrasodium salt [35S]
Thymidine 5'-triphosphate, tetra (triethylammonium) salt [α-32P]
Uridine diphosphate glucose [glucose-1-3H]
Uridine 5'-monophosphate, diammonium salt [5-3H]
Uridine 5'-triphosphate, tetra (triethylammonium) salt [α-32P]
Uridine 5'-triphosphate, tetrasodium salt [5,6-3H]

PURINES AND PYRIDIMINES
Adenine [2-3H]
5-Fluorouracil acid, monohydrate [2-14C]
Thymine [methyl-3H]
Uracil [5,6-3H]

125I AND 203Hg LABELED COMPOUNDS
Albumin (bovine serum) [125I]
Angiotensin I (5-L-isoleucine) [tyrosyl-125I]
Angiotensin II (5-L-valine) [tyrosyl-125I]
Bradykinin (8-tyrosine) triacetate [8-tyrosyl-125I]
Human growth hormone [125I]
Iodine-131 (High volumetric concentration)
4-Iodoantipyrine [125I]
5-Iodoxyuridine [125I]
Methyl mercury chloride [203Hg]
Phenyl mercury acetate [203Hg]

REAGENTS
Butyryl choline iodide [butyryl-1-14C]
Carbamyl phosphate, diliithium salt [14C]
Dansyl chloride
5-Dimethylaminol-1-naphthalenesulfonfyl chloride [methyl-1H]
2,4-Dinitrofluorobenzene [3,5-3H]
N-Ethyl maleimide [ethyl-2-3H]
α-Ketoglutaric acid, sodium salt [14C(U)]
α-Ketoglutaric acid, sodium salt [14C(U)]
L-Lactic acid, sodium salt [14C(U)]
Sodium ferrocyanide decahydrate [14C]
Succinic anhydride [1,4-14C]

STEROIDS
Chenodeoxycholic acid [H(G)]
Cholic acid [2,4-3H]
Corticosterone [1,2,6,7-3H(N)]
Dihydrotestosterone [4-14C]
17α-Ethynylestradiol [H(G)]
Glycocholic acid [cholic-3H(G)]
Glycocholic acid [glycine-1-14C]
Hydrocortisone [1,2,6,7-3H(N)]
25-Hydroxyvitamin D3 [26,27-3H]
Progesterone [1,2,6,7-3H(N)]
Testosterone [1,2,6,7-3H(N)]
Testosterone [1α,2α-3H(N)]
Rudolf Partsch wanted to repeal Murphy's Law. Thus, the world's easiest-to-operate Electron Microscope.

"What I want," said Rudolf Partsch of Carl Zeiss, Inc. to the designers in Oberkochen, West Germany, "is a totally reliable, extremely easy-to-operate, compact electron microscope with good resolution (7Å) in the 0-60,000x range. And I want it at a low price." He wanted an electron microscope for researchers and teachers interested in electron microscopic studies, not electron microscopes—an instrument designed for everyday use.

The Zeiss EM9S-2 with fully automatic camera system, foolproof airlock, and fingertip controls is what he got. And it looks as though Mr. Partsch really had a keen insight into the needs of a large section of the American scientific community...judging both by the reception this instrument has had, and by the numerous attempts to copy it. The copies never catch up, because Partsch keeps in regular contact with users, to find out what kind of modifications can be made to keep abreast of research's ever-changing requirements. When he finds one, he gets it incorporated post haste into the design. And, what's more, makes it available for incorporation into previously sold instruments. Because ease-of-modification is a feature inherent in the original uncomplicated design, a Zeiss Electron Microscope never gets old.

For the whole story, contact Partsch. He'll send you complete specifications and the illustrated brochure "How to Operate the World's Easiest-to-Operate Electron Microscope."

You can reach him by phone at: (212) 736-6070.

Or write Carl Zeiss, Inc., 444 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10018.

Canada: 45 Valleybrook Drive, Don Mills 405, Ontario.

Ask for leasing and time payment terms.

Nationwide service. Circle No. 8 on Readers' Service Card.
Take a low-cost double beam spectrophotometer with wavelength range of 190-900 nm, linear readout of absorbance, %T and concentration, and a double chopper system providing high signal-to-noise ratio and dark current correction. Call it the 635. Give it digital readout and call it the 635D. Add to either instrument an advanced cell programmer, electronic temperature readout, wavelength programmer and range selection accessories. Call them 635K systems. High performance spectrophotometers have now become versatile, high performance systems for all kinetic studies. The 635K are remarkable kinetics systems. Check their performance against your needs.

**Multi-range and multi-zero**
Permit adjustment of the absorbance range displayed for each of the five sample/reference pairs.

**Auto-5 cell Programmer**
Controls operation of the dual turret thermostated cell holders. Five samples measured against one or five references.

**Wavelength Programmer**
Repeat scan between selected limits at any of four speeds. In quad wavelength mode permits recording of data at up to four discrete wavelengths.

**Model 135 Recorder**
Logs data under the control of the 635 and accessories.

**635 Spectrophotometer**
Double beam, high photometric accuracy, stable, versatile, reliable.

Circle No. 9 on Readers' Service Card.
We regretfully announce that we were system into our old calculator box.

All we could get in were a lot more statistical functions, 52 times as many memory registers, 16 times as many programming steps, and a magnetic card reader. The rest of the stuff we had to leave outside.

Our box still weighs 22½ pounds, but it now holds

Statistical functions for summations \((n, x, x^2)\) of single and grouped entries, standard deviation and mean, summation of two-variable and three-variable data \((n, x, x^2, y, y^2, z, z^2, xy, xz, yz,)\) linear regression, normal distribution, chi-square, z-statistic, independent and dependent t, permutations and combinations. A key for correction of errors and removal of unwanted data.

Mathematical keys for logs, antilogs, a\(^y\), square root, pi and e, invert, factorial.

Up to 522 memory registers, in increments of 64. There's 4-rule arithmetic and special key functions into and out of all registers, and you won't destroy the contents when you turn off the machine.

Up to 4,096 steps of programming, in increments of 512. You can do an entire program from the keyboard and see all your steps printed out for debugging. Symbolic addressing makes branching and jumping very simple. You can backspace, correct errors, and insert steps without having to re-enter the program. You can program the decimal-point printing format, do 16-level nesting.

A magnetic card reader/writer that lets you input programs, write programs, put data into memory, save programs and memory contents.

Fully algebraic keyboard, with nesting of parentheses. You enter problems the way you write them out, not the way the machine wants them.
We're talking about the new 400 series of desktop computers that complements and extends our Compucorp calculator line. The Model 445 is for statistical folks, the 425 is for trigonometric types.

We've made more than 30,000 of our other models in the last couple of years. They come in little boxes that sit on a corner of your desk. Each one has an array of powerful one-punch keys that solve the problems of a particular kind of user. They have up to 20 storage registers and 256 steps of programming.

There's a wide range of prices so you can buy enough power to do your job without having to pay for more than you need.

But many customers have said, "That's not enough machine for me." Hence the 400's.

The 400's are as easy to operate as our other models (easier, in fact.) They're enormously powerful and versatile, they interface with an array of peripherals, and they come in the same little box.

The 400's start at $3,750, our other models a lot lower.

Write down what you need on your letterhead. We'll show you a calculator or a desktop computer that fits your problems and your pocketbook.
What's smaller than a breadbox, has two channels and built-in preamps, and writes well under pressure?

Answer: the Brush 220.

The Brush 220. A rugged, two-channel recorder that's little to the tune of 25 pounds, accurate to 99.2% linearity.

Just plug it in. And then let Brush performance take over.

It starts with our pressurized ink system. A system that forces ink into the paper, instead of just laying it on. So you get traces that are clear, clean, and crisp. And a disposable ink cartridge holds a year's supply of ink.

Built-in preamps give you a measurement range of 1 millivolt per chart division to 500 volts full scale. And a choice of 20 signal conditioners give you an even wider range. Four chart speeds are push-button controlled. And two event markers are standard.

The Brush 220. It just may solve your recording riddles. To see the Brush 220 in action, call your Brush Sales Engineer. Or write for more information to Gould Inc., Instrument Systems Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 or Rue Van Bockel 38 Brussels 1140, Belgium.
Your Amino Acid Analyzer is capable of higher sensitivity and greater accuracy with the Durrum Single-Column System.

**HIGHER SENSITIVITY:** (a) you need only ½ the sample required with conventional 2-column systems; (b) the quieter baseline permitted by Durrum's unique system allows increased recorder sensitivity.

**GREATER ACCURACY:** (a) exceptional resolution is possible with Durrum's Hi-Efficiency resins; (b) the absolutely flat baseline throughout the run eliminates artifacts which could interfere with your amino acid peaks.

There are three parts to the Durrum Single-Column System:

1. **Durrum Resin Type DC-1A.**
   This is the key to the system. This resin was developed specifically for single-column analysis of amino acids and offers the highest resolution of any resin on the market today. Don’t accept less expensive substitutes or be fooled by misleading advertising. The Durrum resin is the only resin with a money-back guarantee. You must be satisfied or you receive a full refund.

2. **The Durrum Ammonia Filtration System.**
   These filters effectively remove ammonia from your buffers and thereby prevent the so-called “ammonia plateau” often associated with single-column systems. Once again, you should avoid using unproven methods for ammonia removal, as these may damage your columns. The Durrum ammonia filters are the only ones tested and designed specifically for use with amino acid analyzers.

3. **The Durrum Pico-Buffer System.**
   These buffers enable you to run at the ultimate sensitivity of your analyzer without experiencing baseline shifts. The Pico-Buffer System allows absolutely flat baselines, even at pico-molar sensitivities. When used in combination with the DC-1A resin and the ammonia filters, this system comprises the best single-column system available anywhere.

**THE COST OF CONVERTING** your analyzer to the Durrum Single-Column System is approximately $1100. There may be slight variations in this cost depending on the age and type of equipment you own.

WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION. Ask for “Durrum Resin Report No. 2.” This report describes how you can convert to and benefit by the Durrum Single-Column System.

DURRUM RESINS:
WE GUARANTEE THERE ARE NONE FINER.

Durrum Chemical Corporation
3950 Fabian Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303 (USA)
Telephone (415) 321-6302
The KL-14 clinical microscope proves there's no double standard at Zeiss.

A sturdy and inexpensive clinical microscope from Zeiss. That's the KL-14 you see on the left below—and on the right. We show it twice to prove it's not just another lab microscope. It's designed for the day-to-day work of a clinical laboratory...but its optics are exactly the same as those of our larger research instruments. So there is no compromise either of your image or ours.

It can grow on you. Interchangeability is a by-word at Zeiss. And that could be important to you. Because it means that the KL-14 can accept the complete line of quality Zeiss objectives, condensers, cameras, light-sources and attachments...and can be expanded into the sophisticated research microscope you see on the right. And even if you never have that need, you have the confidence all along that you're not getting second-best. There is no second-best at Zeiss.

Send for detailed literature. We have a new booklet that gives details on, among other features, the new in-base low-voltage compact illuminator that permits Koehler illumination and use of darkfield and phase contrast techniques.

Nationwide Service.
ing of the hypotheses of the day. This point of view is now sweeping through the discipline, and is being widely adopted in the current generation of graduate students. To many archaeologists, then, salvage archaeology, conceived of as digging simply for the sake of digging, has now come into very grave disrepute.

A recent article by Thomas F. King (2) summarizes the conflict that has arisen between the intellectual goals of many archaeologists and the immediate practical necessities of salvage projects.

The simplest solution to the conflict between the interests of new archaeologists and salvage-support organizations, King points out, is to disengage; but a mutual withdrawal will obviously have most unfortunate results. The salvage archaeology agencies can find enough trained persons to carry out necessary excavations, but they will lose essential intellectual and material support from the academic community; and the academic archaeologists, in a short time, will lose all the sites to the forces of destruction.

King says that the salvage agencies should yield to the point of view of the new archeology and be reorganized accordingly. The best solution, he suggests, is for salvage agencies and theory-oriented archaeologists together to work out, for given geographical regions, large-scale long-range research projects in which salvage is incorporated within a deductive research program. Given the present self-righteous, more-scientific-than-thou attitude of new archaeologists, which is so clearly expressed throughout King’s article, however, it is doubtful that cooperation between academics and salvage program administrators in the face of the immediate crisis of destruction described by Davis can be achieved in time.

Meanwhile, given the present atmosphere within the profession, it seems likely that new archaeologists and their graduate student followers (who, incidentally, may perhaps be the last generation to see an undisturbed archaeological site in certain areas) will continue to be explicitly disdainful or even fearful of undertaking fieldwork without specific deductive hypotheses to test; or before the millennial development of “more sophisticated” theory and methodology with universal application. One scholar (3) has already called for a moratorium of at least 5 years on all professional archeological excavations in the State of Oregon, despite the horrendous rate of destruction of Oregon sites which he himself documents, for fear that, with the presently perceived deficient state of theory and methodology in archeology, excavation even by professionals will ruin the remaining sites for the truly scientific and anthropological analyses which are expected to come from the new archeology.

The crisis in American archeology that Davis describes, then, has caught professional archaeologists in a bind between idealism and reality. It looks as if the result could be paralysis and loss.

RUTH GRUHN
Department of Anthropology,
University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

References

If the destruction of archeological sites is to be prevented, more assistance is needed from professional archaeologists. If the archeologist becomes involved at the planning and early stages of development projects, site destruction, as well as salvage, can be avoided. Archeologists may have to serve in dual capacities to achieve these ends. One young archeologist in southwestern Colorado served as the rod man on a seismograph crew so he could direct the survey line away from archeological sites.

Enforcement and conviction of archeological looters occurs under present laws and works best with the cooperation of the archeologist. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in California, with the help of the FBI and a college student, convicted a man under the Antiques Act for stealing a bedrock mortar valued at $1000 from public lands. The FBI recovered a Mayan stela worth $350,000 from a collector, under laws that deal with interstate transportation of stolen goods. Convictions have been obtained by the BLM and the Forest Service under state antiquity laws in Utah.

There is a need to stress all aspects of the preservation of archeological sites and their proper recreational use. Popular articles extolling preservation should be written by professional archeologists. Talented students should be encouraged to work for the government in the archeological preservation
field. Finally, museums need to adopt an accessions ethic for the purchase of archeological materials from the United States, as well as from foreign countries.

LLOYD M. PIERSON
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Land Management,
Denver Federal Center, Building 50,
Denver, Colorado 80225

The antiquities market should be exploited rather than suppressed. There is obviously reason enough for all museums to want all the “goodies” of any ancient civilization, but knowledge and preservation might both be improved if the sale of these art objects were sponsored by the government, scientifically controlled, and if their ultimate sale price went to finance the proper excavation of such items. The purchaser would prefer a pedigree to go with his purchase, and the object would probably land in a museum anyway, if proper tax credits are continued.

Like many social proposals, the idea of retaining historical items as part of the public property of the country is idealistic, but human morality often suffers from the effects of greed.

FREDERIC JOHNSON
111 North Odem Avenue,
Sinton, Texas 78387

Smoking at Scientific Meetings

A. B. Pardee’s suggestion (Letters, 17 Mar., p. 1194) that smokers be separated from nonsmokers at scientific meetings is fine, so long as the nonsmokers are not downwind from the smokers.

W. W. G. SCHARLACH
Post Office Box 6367,
Albany, California 94706

Proximate Cause

James S. Dwight, Jr. (Letters, 11 Feb., p. 581), of the California Department of Finance, objects to the implication that Governor Reagan denied faculty salary increases for 2 years in a row, since Governor Reagan did recommend an increase for 1970–71. Dwight concedes that no increase was recommended for 1971–72. But it must be remembered that, in addition to failing to recommend an increase, Reagan vetoed a 1971–72 10 percent faculty pay raise for our university and state college systems which had been passed by the legislature. Later in the legislative session, when a second bill authorizing a 7.5 percent increase was passed, he also vetoed that. What galls is Dwight’s remark on the limited authority of the governor’s office, “The governor proposes, but the legislature ultimately disposes.” It was Governor Reagan alone who disposed (twice) of our 1971–72 pay increase, and by doing so he and he alone was responsible for our being denied a salary increase for two consecutive years.

RICHARD H. O’CONNELL
Department of Psychology,
San Fernando Valley State College,
Northridge, California 91324

Crystal Structure of UpA

Although we referred to the paper of Seeman et al. (1) on the crystal structure of uridylyl (3’5’) adenosine hemihydrate (UpA) in our report on the same structure (3 Dec., p. 1020), the relationship between these two structural determinations was not made clear. Herein, we wish to clarify the matter.

Seeman et al. studied the crystal structure of UpA independently from us and in parallel. Although different conditions were used in crystallizing the UpA, the two structures were, indeed, identical. In retrospect, it is apparent that the Seeman group completed the structure analysis prior to us. Their original paper in Nature New Biology was submitted on 24 May 1971, at which time our structure determination was only partially complete. However, their paper did not appear in print until after our paper had been submitted to Science (31 August 1971). In addition, Seeman et al. reported the structure of UpA at the American Crystallographic Association meeting, which took place on 15 to 20 August 1971 at Ames, Iowa. At that time, our structure had been solved and was being refined, as was reported by M. Sundaralingam at the meeting.

J. Rubin
T. Brennan
M. Sundaralingam

Department of Biochemistry,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison 53706
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Sartorius, first with automatic pre-weighing, now introduces another significant advance in balance design: push-button beam arrest and release. We call it Auto-Arrest.™

Auto-Arrest dispenses with the conventional beam arrest lever on the side of the balance. Instead, this operation is automated through a motorized system, and all you do to release or arrest the beam is push the appropriate illuminated button on the front of the balance.

But push-button beam control is much more than merely a convenience to simplify analytical weighing. It assures consistently smooth weighing technique, and because it makes accidental ‘jarring’ impossible, it helps prolong the life expectancy of the delicate knife edges.

Three new Series 2400 Sartorius Balances offer Auto-Arrest—Models 2472, 2474 and 2492. All these models have automatic pre-weighing too. Model 2492 also introduces another Sartorius ‘first’, Full-Range Mechanical Taring. This feature permits taring to zero of any weight up to the 200 gram balance capacity. Taring values are indicated separately, so that after taring, any weighing can start with weight counter and optical scale both reading ‘zero.’

Someday, all analytical balances may have push-button beam arrest and release and Full-Range Mechanical Taring, but Sartorius offers it now. Instead of waiting, why not get our free literature describing these new features? Just write: Sartorius Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Cantiague Road, Westbury, New York 11590.
is there ANOTHER component your present chromatography technique never suspected?

CENTRI-CHROM
will find it.

CENTRI-CHROM is a high-resolution chromatography system utilizing centrifugal force. Its resolving power is such that it frequently reveals sample components other systems never get down to.

Comparatively large amounts of sample may be introduced into the stainless-steel-protected glass columns—10 μl for the 3 mm column, 50 μl for the 8 mm column. It's your choice.

How does it work?

The columns are filled with slurry made from SORVALL quality-controlled silica adsorbents—fine grain. The slurry is packed by centrifugation. Sample is introduced, and the columns are centrifuged again. Component migration is quick and qualitative.

Most substances sensitive to chromatographic analysis can be separated within six to fifteen minutes. Reproducibility is excellent; components may be recovered in semi-preparative volumes; samples are not "denatured"; and the system is simple to use.

The low-cost SORVALL GLC-1 General Laboratory Centrifuge is the "driving force" behind CENTRI-CHROM.

For details on this "revolutionary" chromatography system, ask for our brochure. It also reveals facts you never suspected.

Ivan SORVALL, Inc., Norwalk, Conn. 06856

Request CENTRI-CHROM Brochure No. SC-4CC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical examples of CENTRI-CHROM Separations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corticosteroid and steroid mixture of the estrane and androstan series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500 x G — 6 mins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocortisone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation of triglycerides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinenin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation of pesticides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methoxychlor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation of 17-keto androstanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This is an example of CENTRI-CHROM reproducibility. The first five chromatograms were run with individual components. These five components were then run again as one sample. Note the relative band positions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11α-Hydroxyetiocholanolone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etiocholanolone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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